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By Bernold FIEDLER, Arnd SCHEEL and Mark I. VISHIK 
ABSTRACT. - We consider systems of elliptic equations @U + A.,u + y&,u + f(,u) = 0, ~(t:r) E FY in 
unbounded cylinders (t: :c) E R x R with bounded cross-section 12 C R” and Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
We establish existence of bounded solutions v(t.z) with non-trivial dependence on t E R, &u(t..c) $ 0. Our 
main assumptions are dissipativity of the nonlinearity f and the existence of at least two t-independent solutions 
UI~ (z)? UQ(Z) which solve A,ruJ + ~(uI,) = 0. j = 1,2. 
The proof exploits the dynamical systems structure of the equations: solutions can be translated along the axis 
of the cylinder. We first prove existence and compactness of attractors for the dynamical system induced by 
this translation. We then compute Conley indices for cross-sectional Galerkin approximations to conclude that 
the attractor does not consist of only the two solutions ‘Wj(Z), j = 1,2. We also prove existence of solutions 
converging for t + +m or t + -co. If the system possesses a gradient-like structure, in addition, solutions will 
converge on both sides of the cylinder. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
Kevwurds: attractors, Conley index, traveling waves, elliptic systems 
RBsuMB. - Nous considerons des systemes d’equations elliptiques 6):~ + A r u + T&U + f(n) = 0, n(t. .r) E W.’ 
dans un cylindre infini (t,~) E R x (1 avec Q c W” borne et des conditions au bord Dirichlet. Nous Ctabhssons 
I’existence de solutions bomees, dependant de t E R d’une facon non-triviale, &,~(t. X) $ 0. Nous supposons 
entre autre la dissipativite de la fonction f et I’existence de deux solutions ?ut (x),u.Q(:c) de I’equation 
A,.?u, + f(~j~) = 0, j = 1,2. Dans la demonstration, nous utilisons la structure d’un systeme dynamique, 
engendre par la translation de solutions le long de I’axe du cylindre. Nous demontrons tout d’abord I’existence 
et la compacite de I’attracteur de ce systeme dynamique. Nous calculons ensuite des indexes de Conley pour 
I’approximation de Galerkin afin de deduire que I’attracteur contient des solutions autre que ~1,) (2:). I, = 1,2. Nous 
demontrons aussi que les solutions u(t. X) convergent pour t + +x ou t 4 -co. Si, de plus, le systeme posdde 
une fonction de Lyapunov, les solutions convergeront des deux extremites du cyhndre. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
Mars Cl& attracteurs, indexe de Conley, ondes progressives, systemes elliptiques 
1. Introduction 
Let R c W” be a smooth, bounded domain. We call Q = Iw x R a cylinder. We consider 
systems of elliptic equations 
8,“~ + A,u + y&u + f(~) = 0 , (t:x) E Q. 
Here u E IWN, f E C1(BBN,F!BN), y is a constant real N x N- matrix and A, is the 
Laplacian with respect to z E 0. We impose Dirichlet boundary conditions at z E 82, 
(1.2) u(t, cc) = 0 for (t, 2) E R x dR. 
Similarly we could impose Neumann, Robin or periodic boundary conditions, with minor 
adaptations. 
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For the nonlinearity f and its Jacobian f’ we require growth conditions 
(1.3) 
i 
I.fb)l L w1+ I@) 
If’(u)1 5 C1(1 + 17+-i) 
and a dissipation condition 
4 
with some Ca, Ci, C’,. C’s and (T positive. Here 1 < p < 1 + __ 
n. - 1 
ifn > 1, andp < cc 
otherwise. 
We restrict ourselves to the above setting for notational simplicity. Generalizations of the 
results below to other growth and dissipation conditions for f = f(u) and to more general 
x-dependent second-order elliptic operators replacing A, are straightforward. Similarly, 
y = y(z) and f = f(rc,u) may depend on 2. It is crucial to our dynamical systems 
approach, however, that (1.1) does not depend on “time” t, explicitly. Also, explicit 
gradient dependence f = ~(u,VU) is excluded. 
Elliptic systems of the form (1.1) arise, for example, when studying traveling wave 
solutions of reaction-diffusion systems 
D&u = A,,,u + f(w), 
where r denotes time and again (t! X) E Q. A traveling wave solution is a bounded 
solution of the special form TL = ,u(t - cr, x), and c is called the wave speed. Note that 
y = CD. For a recent comprehensive survey on traveling waves and their applications, 
see for example the book [41]. 
We denote by Hi;:, 1 = 0, 1,2 and 1 < p 5 ce, the subspace of locally integrable 
functions U, for which the following semi-norms are finite: 
where QT = [T, T + I] x 0. 
The space H:;: with this system of semi-norms is a FrCchet space and metrizable. 
We write 
The space Hip consists of functions u E Hi;” with finite norm 
(1.7) I I4 IHA.’ := SUP (/1L, &TIIE,p < OJ. TER 
Throughout we use the abbreviations Ha := Hz,’ and H,” := Hz,2 n {w, = 0 on aQ}. 
A solution zl(t,~), z E 0, t E R of (l.l), (1.2) is always understood to be a weak 
solution which belongs to the space HFo,. A solution is said to be bounded if it belongs to 
the space H,“. Of course, equation (1.1) is satisfied in Ha for a bounded solution U. 
In fact, every solution u E Hfo, of (1. l), (1.2) is automatically bounded, due to the 
dissipation condition (1.4); see [42]. 
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Also note that the growth conditions on f ensure the Nemitskii operator: 
(1.8) f” : H2(Qn @‘) + H(Q,, RN), f”(u)(t, x) = f(u(t, x)), (t, x) E Qcr, 
for every T E W to be of class C1 and compact, by Sobolev embedding and Krasnoselskii’s 
theorem; see [2] for example. 
Equilibria are particular solutions of (1 .l), (1.2), which do not depend on t, and 
therefore solve 
Azw + f(w) = 0, 
for x E R, and w = 0 on dR. Equilibria w can be interpreted as functions in 
(H2p) n H;(Q))N, or as bounded, t-independent solutions of (1.1) in H& or in H,“. 
An equilibrium W(Z) is called hyperbolic if the formally linearized operator 
(1.9) i(X) := -X2 -t i/V-y + A, + f’(w(z)) 
possesses only trivial kernel on H2(R,fIN) n Hi(fI,C”), for any X E R. Note that 
nontrivial kernel indicates the existence of a bounded solution e%(z) of the linearization 
of (l.l), (1.2) at u(t,z) = W(X), where z(.) E kerL(X). 
We call a bounded solution u of (1. l), (1.2) a non-equilibrium solution if it is not 
an equilibrium. Our main purpose is to find conditions which guarantee the existence of 
non-equilibrium solutions. 
If R is just a single point, n = dim R = 0, without boundary conditions, then (1 .l) 
defines a second order system of ordinary differential equations. Global dynamical systems 
methods like the Conley index have proved to be very useful in detecting bounded 
solutions [lo], [36]. 
For elliptic systems in a cylinder, dim R = n > 2, such global methods have not been 
developed. Hadamard was the first to notice that the initial value problem for elliptic 
equations is ill-posed; see [22],Bk.I, Ch. II, $18. Prescribing u and i&u at t = 0, a solution 
need not exist, even for small times. Nevertheless this difficulty has been overcome in 
several interesting, particular cases. We first mention the pioneering work by Kirchgassner 
1251 on small solutions of elliptic equations in infinite cylinders. His idea was to construct 
invariant manifolds, where the elliptic initial value problem is well-posed and a flow, or 
at least a semiflow, is defined; see also [15]. This idea was extended to large solutions, 
later, in the “parabolic”, convection dominated limiting case of large wave speeds y E W; 
see [7] and [33]. Without such a restriction, Babin and Mielke have treated the case of 
elliptic equations in a strip, R = [0, 11; see [29] and [3]. 
We also mention the remarkably early work by Gardner, who used finite difference 
approximations and applied Conley index to the resulting ODE’s [ 191. Although his results 
were restricted to scalar equations N = 1, cubic f, and to one dimensional cross-section, 
dim 0 = 1, we essentially follow Gardner’s idea below. Technically, we replace finite 
difference discretization by Galerkin projections. 
THEOREM 1. - Assume f E C1 satis$es the growth conditions (1.3) and the dissipation 
condition (1.4). Moreover assume that there exist at least 2~ distinct equilibria which are 
hyperbolic. Then there exist at least IF. distinct bounded non-equilibrium solutions of (1. I), 
(1.2) in H,“. 
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The norm in Hf, uniform with respect to t, was introduced in (1.7). Of course, solutions 
~r(t, :I:) which only differ by a constant (time) shift of f are not considered distinct. 
In fact, when proving Theorem 1 we obtain slightly more precise information on the 
bounded non-equilibrium solutions, besides mere existence. 
THEOREM 2. - Under the assumptions of Theorem I, ,for any hyperbolic equilibrium PU.i, 
except possibly one, there is a bounded non-equilibrium solution ,tLj converging to U1.i at 
one end of the unbounded cylinder: 
for T ---f +W or for T + -x. 
For parabolic equations in bounded domains, a result as in Theorem 1 is far from optimal. 
In fact, 2~ + 1 hyperbolic equilibria then produce at least 2/c non-equilibrium solutions. 
In the elliptic context, however, our bound h: is optimal. Indeed, fix y E R nonzero and 
consider dim R = 0 again with the dissipative nonlinearity S(U) = --EU +- cos U, for fixed 
E > 0. Then Theorems 1 and 2 also hold. Explicit phase plane analysis shows the count 
#{bounded non-equilibrium solutions} = i (#{equilibria} - 1) 
for almost all E. 
Note that the number of equilibria is in fact odd in the above example, if all equilibria 
are hyperbolic. The same observation holds true in our general setting, by dissipativeness 
and Leray-Schauder degree. 
Our notion of hyperbolicity mimics hyperbolicity of equilibria in ordinary differential 
equations. For example, if f = VF, then the Jacobian f’ is symmetric. Therefore any 
equilibrium is hyperbolic in our sense (1.9), if and only if, A, + f’(w(z)) has trivial 
kernel. The gradient case is also interesting from another point of view. Let 7T denote the 
transpose of the real matrix y. If y + yT > 0 or y + 7T < 0 are strictly definite matrices, 
then the elliptic system (1.1) possesses a Lyapunov function: 
(1.10) V(U: &IL) = 
.I 
’ [[&u[ - I~,/t,,12 + 2F(u)]dz 
0 
In particular, any bounded solution converges to the set of equilibria for t + +CG and 
for t -3 --1x7. 
COROLLARY 1.1. - Assume y + 7T > 0 or y + 7T < 0 are strictly dejinite matrices, 
and f E C1 is a gradient, f = VF, in addition to satisfying growth conditions (1.3) and 
dissipation conditions (1.4). Moreover, assume there are precisely 2rc + 1 equilibria, all of 
which are hyperbolic. Then there are at least K distinct heteroclinic orbits, that is, solutions 
converging to diRerent equilibria for t --f f~. For any two of these heteroclinics, the 
equilibria they are converging are distinct. 
In contrast to this corollary, however, our above theorems neither rely on variational 
methods nor on comparison principles. Therefore, in general, we cannot claim specific 
properties of our bounded non-equilibrium solutions like positivity, monotonicity with 
respect to t, or convergence to cross-sectional equilibria for t + foe. For some results 
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on non-equilibrium solutions which rely on such additional structure see, for example, [6], 
[23] and the references therein. 
Outline: In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce the concept of global attractors for our 
particular setting. One of the main tools for our proof of Theorem 1, the Galerkin 
approximation, is explained and applied to global attractors of elliptic systems (1. l), (1.2). 
In Section 4 we review Conley index which is the second main tool in our proof. Section 5 
is devoted to a detailed study of the neighborhood of a hyperbolic equilibrium. In Section 6 
we prove Theorem I for the special case 6 = 1 of two hyperbolic equilibria. In Section 7 
we extend this result to a proof of Theorems 1 and 2, and we prove Corollary 1 .l. We 
conclude with a brief discussion in Section 8. 
2. Elliptic attractors 
The set of bounded solutions of elliptic equations in infinite cylinders Q = W x 62 has 
been studied by several authors, from the viewpoint of dynamical systems methods; see 
for example [4], [7], [15], [25], [29], [39]. 
We define 
A = {U E Hz] ‘U is a solution of (1.1)); 
to be the set of bounded solutions of (1 .l), (1.2). We recall that Dirichlet boundary 
conditions (I .2) are incorporated in the function space Hz; see (1.6), (1.7). 
In analogy to dissipative evolution equations, the set A is called the global attractor 
of the elliptic system (l.l), (1.2). We refer to the monographs [5], [21], [26], and [37] 
for theory and applications of global attractors in dissipative equations; see also [8], [9] 
for a more recent account. 
Though we do not make use of the attractivity property, we now briefly explain in which 
sense this terminology is justified in our elliptic set-up. Let K+ denote the set of solutions 
which are defined only in the half-cylinder Q+ = R+ x R, and which belong to the space 
@(Q+) := H,21,,o. We can define a semigroup on K+ by translating solutions - 
(2.1) (I,u)(t;z) := u(t + .5,x), s > 0. 
This semigroup {‘&, s > O} acts on K+, because 
I,K+ c K+, 
by translational invariance of equations (l.l), (1.2) and of the norm in Hz; see (1.7). 
In fact, using the dissipation condition (I .4) it can be shown that there exists a global 
attractor A+ for the dynamics of I, on K+, with respect to the local topology HfO,; 
see [39] and [34]. In addition, 
A+ = II+A: 
where II+ : Hz(Q) + Hz(Q+) is the restriction operator. It is in this sense that we call 
A the ‘global attractor’. 
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Unfortunately very little is known on the set K + in general. For the case of large y, 
however, the set K+ is an infinite-dimensional, smooth manifold; see [7] and [33]. We 
will not refer to the dynamical system structure on K+ in the present paper. 
The main result of this section is an existence result for A. 
THEOREM 3. - Assume that f E C1(R”, RN) satisfies the growth conditions (1.3) and the 
dissipation condition (1.4). Then the global attractor A c H,” is bounded and nonempty. 
Moreover A c HFO, is compact. 
The proof will be given in Section 3. As our main tool in the proof of Theorem 1, we 
introduce Galerkin approximations next. 
Let 0 < pi < ~2 < . . . denote the eigenvalues of -A, on L’(R) with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, repeated with multiplicity. Let r-j(z)? j = 1,2,3; be the corresponding 
complete L2-orthonormal family of eigenfunctions 
1 
-A,ej(X) = pje,i(z), z E 0 
ej(s)iBII = 0. 
The projections P, : L2 (f2)N + L’(0)” are defined as the componentwise orthogonal 
projection onto span {ei, . . ..e.} in L2(R). 
The Gale&n approximation of (1.1) is defined as: 
(2.2) ah, + yatUm + Arum + P,f(u,,) = 0. 
BY An we denote the global attractor, alias the set of H,” bounded solutions, of 
equation (2.2). 
Let u, E A,. Then tim( t, .) = (1 - P,L)um (t, .) satisfies the linear equation 
a$im(t,x) + yatii,,,(t,x)+ A&&J) = 0. 
We claim U, E 0, for large m. Indeed, projecting the above equation componentwise onto 
span {ej}, we obtain a linear equation for yj(t) = Pj+l(l - Pj)u,(t;), 
(2.3) @?/j(t) + 7atYjlj(t) - PjYjCt) = 0. 
Solutions are of the form extyq with X such that det(X* + yX - pj) = 0. Equivalently, 
/\ satisfies 
det((A/&J* + p,;“‘r(A/fi) - I) = O. 
Since pj --+ +cc for j + co, the N eigenvalues satisfy X = &fi f o(1) for j + 00. In 
particular, for j 2 mo large enough, all eigenvalues are bounded away from the imaginary 
axis. In consequence, there do not exist nontrivial bounded solutions of (2.3). Hence 
&(t, .) = (1 - P,)u,(t, .) = 0. This proves our claim. 
In other words, the above computation shows that for sufficiently large m our definition 
of Galerkin approximation coincides with the traditional one, that is solutions u, E A, 
of the Gale&in approximation (2.2) really lie in the finite-dimensional range of P,,: 
(2.4) ~,(t, .) = 2 uj,(t)ej(.) = Pmum(C .), for m 2 m0, 
j=l 
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where uj, : R + RN are the appropriate vector functions. Note that the range of P, is 
in fact a subspace of (H2(R) fl Hi(0))N b ecause eigenfunctions are smooth. Moreover, 
range P?, is closed and has dimension m . N. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. - The attractors d, of the Galerkin approximation (2.2) are uniformly 
bounded in H,” and compact in HFO, for all m > mo, with mo as in (2.4). Moreover, for 
every neighborhood O(d) of the set A in HFO, there exists ml = ml(C(d)) 2 mo such that 
(2.5) A, c O(d) form 2 ml. 
The proof of this proposition and the next one is given in Section 3. 
We conclude this exposition on elliptic attractors with a proposition on a homotopy 
from (2.2) to a linear equation, which is used in Section 6. For a homotopy parameter 
0 5 9 5 1, we consider: 
(2.6) 
We emphasize that the constant mo in (2.4) can be chosen uniformly with respect to 
I!! E [O, 11. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. - The global attractors A,>* of (2.6) are bounded in Hi, uniformly 
for all 19 E [0, I] and m > mo. 
We caution our reader that the attractors d, d, and .A,,6 are compact in the 
liFO,-topology, but not necessarily in the t-uniform topology of H,” ! 
3. Upper semicontinuity of attractors 
In this Section we prove Propositions 2.1, 2.2 and Theorem 3 from the previous section. 
The proofs are merely adaptations of similar proofs in [39], [40], and [4], to the case of 
our growth conditions (1.3) and (1.4). 
Throughout this section C, C’ and C” stand for some positive constants with possibly 
updated values in different formulae. Moreover, we use the notation ]]u, O]]l,p and Iju, Q]ll,, 
for the Sobolev norms of functions on the the cross-section R, or on the cylinder Q = R x 0, 
respectively; see (1.5). 
We begin with the proof of Proposition 2.2 which is prepared by two lemmata. We 
emphasize here, that both lemmata and the proof of Proposition 2.2 carry over almost 
verbatim to the case m = co, that is, to the original equation (1.1) and its global attractor 
A instead of the Galerkin approximation (2.6). In the following two lemmata uniform 
bounds in H, and then in Hi,2 are derived. Uniform bounds in H,” are then established 
using a bootstrap argument. 
LEMMA 3.1. - The sets drn,* are bounded in H,, uniformly with respect to m > rno 
and 19 E [0, 11. 
Proof. - We introduce the function 
Y(t) = 
s 
TL,(t, x) . um(t, x) dx = (wn(t, .I, wn(t: .I), 
(2 
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where u,,, = u,,,+s is a solution of (2.6). It is not difficult to check that u,,, E HCf implies 
y/“(t) E HCy>l(R) and this derivative is given by 
y”(t) = 2(&u,,,(t). a&(t)) + 2(iJ:u,,,(t), u,,,(t)) 
Next, we replace the term b)t2?~,,, in the above equation by its expression from equation (2.6). 
We obtain 
(3.1) y”(t) - q(t) = It,,,(t). 
where 
(3.2) &CL(t) = 2 (b)tlL,r#(t, .),i)+7bllL(t, .I) + (V.ru,,,(t. .)% vrU,,,(t, .))- 
- +7r,.,li. .), %,(k .))- 
- q(Y&% (t. .I, *%(tr .)) + (.f(%&, ws,$, .,,,). 
and (1 is a chosen to be a sufficiently small positive number. 
Using the dissipation condition (1.4), Poincare’s inequality and Holder’s inequality 
in (3.2), we obtain 
(3.3) h,(t) L c(Il&&L(tr .)3 q& + llYr&,(~, .)> q;,2) - C’ 2 -C’, 
for some positive constants C and C’ not depending on m 2 m. and tY E [0, 11. Actually, 
this is the only place where we use the dissipation condition (1.4). The exponent (T is 
needed in order to compensate for the term -8(y&u,(t, .), t~,,(t. .)). 
By the maximum principle, we have y(t) 2 C” for every globally bounded solution :y, 
where the constant C” depends only on o and C’ from (3.3), and not on the solution u. 
Indeed, we can solve (3.1) for any h,,, E Hz,1 (R) using the explicit Greens function. The 
unique solution y E H,2,‘(Iw) depends continuously on h,,, and, by the maximum principle, 
?/ is bounded, at least for continuous IL,~, bounded below. We may now approximate h,, in 
the space H,OJ(Iw) by bounded continuous functions h: with ht 2 -C’. The solutions y’ 
are bounded uniformly in E and therefore give a uniform upper bound on the limit y(t); 
see also [39]. This proves Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. - The sets A,,,y are bounded in the space Hi,2, uniformly with respect to 
m 2 mo and ~9 E [O. 11. 
Proof. - Let cp(.) E C?(W) b e a cut-off function satisfying p(t) = 1 for t E [T, T + l] 
and p(t) = 0 for t $ [T - 1. T + 21. Note that the cut-off functions p(t) = (PT(~) can be 
chosen such that [p”(t)] + [p(t)] 5 C, uniformly with respect to T E W. We multiply (3.1) 
with v(t) and integrate over t E R. Then we have: 
(3.3) 
I 
’ p(t)&(t) dt = ’ cp(t)[y”(t) - agI( dt 
* R I . R 
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Inequalities (3.3) and (3.4) imply that 
uniformly with respect to T E R. Hence 
which proves Lemma 3.2. 
ProofofProposition 2.2. - Again, we multiply (2.6) by the cut-off function p(t) defined 
in the previous Lemma, and we rewrite the equation in the following form: 
It follows from &-regularity theory of the Laplacian that 
(3.5) Ilvm, Qll2,2 < Cl14 Qll0,2 I C’(1 + ll4I~~~~ + Il~fbw~L), Qllo,z). 
Due to the growth conditions (1.3), 
(3.6) IW(~n),Qll~,2 I C 1 + 
( I 
~l~~~m12P &xdt 
> 
. 
*Q 
Hence, it is sufficient to estimate the integral in inequality (3.6). 
We first consider the simpler case when 2p 5 p1 = 2(n + l)/(n - l), n, > 1, or when 
77, = 1. We then have the embedding H1;2 (Q T~,T~) C J~~~(QT~,T~) for T2 > Tl, with 
&I,~1 = [TI, Tz] x R. Hence 
.I 
(P~u,I~~ dxdt 5 C 
Q .I QT-I.T+Z 
I~~m,12pdxdt L C~I~~~,QT-I,T+~II~~ 5 G(lIwnllH,t.~)2p. 
Therefore, if 2p 5 pi, the assertion of the Proposition 2.2 follows from (3.9, (3.6), and 
Lemma 3.2. 
Next, we consider the case 2~ > pl and n > 3, the case 7~ 5 3 being simpler. Let 
1)s = 2(n+l)/(n-3) be the Sobolev embedding exponent such that H2,2(Q~) c L,,(QT). 
To prepare for an application of Holder’s inequality, we now seek solutions a, /3, I and 
k: of the following system of equations 
(3.7) 
{ 
a+/3=2p; ;++: 
cd = p1; p/c = pp. 
A computation shows that 
(3.8) t!?=p(n-1)-(7L+1)< 1+ 
( A) 
(7L - 1) - (n + 1) = 2. 
Here we have used the constraint on the growth exponent p in the growth condition (1.3). 
Since we supposed 2p > pl, we obtain 0 < /? < 2. Now we check that all numbers 
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(Y, B, k and 1 in (3.7) are positive. Indeed from the last equation of (3.7) we obtain 
k = pz//? > 2/2 = 1, so 1 > 1 as well. The positivity of CY follows immediately from 
the first equation of (3.7) and inequality (3.8). 
Using H6lder’s inequality and (3.7), we can now estimate 
Putting together the estimates (3.5). (3.6), and (3.9), we obtain 
llwm,Qll2,2 5 CC1 + II~~mII~,‘.4 +0’(ll~~ll~~~~)~‘2~ll~~~~Ql12:2~9/’~ 
By (3.8), /J < 2 and we conclude that 
llww Q/12,2 5 CC1 + ilI~mll~~~~Y~f)~ 
for some positive constant IV = M(p). This inequality is valid uniformly with respect 
to T E W and therefore 
ll~mll~;~ = E; IIwn,Q~Il2.2 5 CE; Ilms, Ql12.2 5 C’P + (Il~&y)~~) 
In view of Lemma 3.2, this proves Proposition 2.2. 
Remark 3.3. - It follows from the estimates of Proposition 2.2 and Leray-Schauder degree 
theory that all sets A, A,, A,,+ are non-empty because the corresponding equations have 
nonempty sets of equilibria; see [39]. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 3. - Uniform estimates for the H,” norms of 
elements of A, are obtained in the above proof of Proposition 2.2. The estimate for the 
H,” norms of elements of A can be obtained almost verbatim in the same way. It remains 
to prove compactness and upper semicontinuity under Galerkin approximation (2.5) in the 
topology of H,2,,. Here we only prove upper semicontinuity, the proof of compactness 
being analogous but simpler. 
Since HfO, is metrizable, it is sufficient to prove the following: from every sequence of 
solutions 2~, E A, we can extract an H:,,-converging subsequence 
(3.10) 71,. + u in HFO, and u E A. 
We fix an arbitrary T E W and rewrite the equations for urn in the following form 
a,“(p%) + &(q%lL) = p”2Lm + 24&% - cp[ydtwn + eTLf(wn>] =: hm, 
where the cut-of function cp is the same as in the proof of Lemma 3.2. 
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Due to the m-uniform estimates in Lemmata 3.1, 3.2, and in the proof of Proposition 2.2, 
the sequence {urn} is bounded in H2( QT-i,r+z). Hence, there exists a function 
%r E H2(QT-1,~+2) and a subsequence u,, - which, for simplicity, we denote again 
by u, - such that 
urn -UT weakly in H2(Q~-i,r+2). 
We next prove that 
(3.11) &r, --f L, := (~“UT + ~&UT - &@tuT + I] in L’(Q). 
By Sobolev’s embedding and our restrictions on the growth exponent p, we have U, + ?LT 
in L2P(Q~-1,~+2) n H1*2(QT-1,T+2) and therefore: 
(3.12) bf%dUm) - cPf(U~)dh,T+2110,2 
5 kf%(f(Um) - ~('L~T)),QT-I,T+zI~o,~ + 11(1 - P,)~P~(UT),QT-~,T+~~~O;~ 
< Cllfbn) - f(UT),QT-l.T+2ll0.2 + ll(1 - Pm)(Pf(l~T),Q~-1,T+2)10.2. 
The right hand side tends to zero for m + 20. Indeed, the first term in the right hand side 
of (3.12) tends to zero by Krasnoselskii theorem and the second by Parseval’s equality. This 
proves (3.11). From &-regularity theory of the Laplacian we obtain that ~pu,, + (PUT 
in H2 (Q). Consequently 
'&I -'UT in H2(Q~) 
and the function UT satisfies the equation (1.1) in QT. Taking T E Z and applying Cantor’s 
diagonalization procedure we can now construct a function u E A and a subsequence umB 
of u, satisfying (3.10). This proves upper semicontinuity. 
4. Conley index 
There are several excellent surveys of Conley index theory, both in finite and infinite 
dimensional dynamical systems. See for example [lo], [30], [31], [36]. Here, we only 
collect some facts relevant to our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. We note that Conley index 
theory does not apply, directly and computationally, in our elliptic context. Although our 
global attractor A is compact, by Theorem 3, uniqueness of solutions for the Cauchy 
problem may not hold. Even where uniqueness does hold, it may not be clear, how to 
compute Conley indices directly within A, in specific cases. 
Therefore we use finite-dimensional Galerkin approximations. Accordingly, we consider 
Conley index for a finite-dimensional flow. Let 
(4.1) (t, u) --) u . t 
denote a finite-dimensional continuous flow on u E IV; here u itself indicates the initial 
condition. Without loss of generality, we consider flows which are defined for all real 
t. In fact, any local flow can be extended to a global flow, possibly modifying the flow 
outside a large ball. 
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We call S C Ry (flow) invarianf, if 
in the sense of (4.1). Note that invariance is required to hold for both positive and negative 
times. Any union of invariant sets is invariant. A bounded open subset N C Iwq is called 
isolating neighborhood, if N contains the maximal invariant subset S of 3 := closN. 
The set S is then compact, and is called isolated invariant set; it is isolated by N and 
by any open subset of N which contains S. 
An index pair (x1, x a o an isolated invariant set S is defined to consist of two open ) f 
bounded sets Nl > No such that 
(i) N1 \ Ho is an isolating neighborhood of S; 
(ii) No is positively invariant in Xl; and 
(iii) 770 is an exit set for N1. 
Here positive invariance, (ii), means that u E go, u f [0, t] c xi implies %I, . [0, t] c No, 
for t > 0. The exit set property (iii) means that u E x1! ‘u. tl 6 xi for some ti > 0 imply 
existence of some to E [0, ti) with u . [O! to] c xi and u . to E Ha. Isolated invariant 
sets do possess index pairs; see [lo]. 
The Conley index C(S) of an isolated invariant set S is the homotopy type of the 
pointed space 
c(s) = (NI/X,, [No]). 
where (N1; No) is an index pair for S. We obtain the homotopy type of the pointed 
space (HI /X0, [X01 ) f rom I\Ji by collapsing gr-, to a single, distinguished point. It turns 
out that the Conley index is independent of the particular choice of an index pair for 
S; see again [lo]. 
For example 
(4.2) C({O}) = cl 
is the l-dimensional sphere C’ with a distinguished point, if u = 0 is a hyperbolic 
equilibrium of unstable dimension 1. In a variational context, where ZL. t is a gradient flow, 
1 would be called the Morse index of the critical point IL = 0. 
In Section 6, we compute 
for the set d, of bounded trajectories of the Galerkin flow (2.2) in lR2mN. Note that 
“47, need not, in general, consist of just a single hyperbolic equilibrium of unstable 
dimension m N. 
As a third example, consider an isolated invariant set S which decomposes into two 
disjoint isolated invariant sets S1 and S2. Then 
(4.3) C(S) = cc&) v C(S21, 
where V is the wedge product: the two distinguished points of C(Si) and C(S2) are 
identified. 
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Homotopy invariance is one of the most powerful properties of Conley index, from a 
computational point of view. We only need a rather simple version, which we formulate 
next. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. - Consider a family qf flows on W’ depending continuously on a 
parameter 19 E [0, 11. Let N c W be an isolating neighborhood, for all 19, with isolated 
invariant set (S(g)! 19). H ere S(8) c W denotes the set itself; and the second component 
79 indicates the Jlow parameter used. 
Then the Conley index does not depend on the jlow parameter 19 E [0, I]: 
C(S(O), 0) = C(S(79), 79) = C(S(1): 1). 
For a proof, we refer to [lo]. 
5. Hyperbolic equilibria 
The main objective of this section is to show that hyperbolic equilibria in the sense 
of (1.9) are isolated as bounded solutions of (1 .l), (1.2) in H,“. In Section 6, this allows 
us to show that hyperbolic equilibria behave like isolated invariant sets for the Galerkin 
approximation. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. - Suppose w is a hyperbolic equilibrium of (I.l), (1.2). Then w is 
isolated in H,” as a solution of (1.1), (1.2). That is, there exists a neighborhood U of w 
in Hi such that 
(5.1) Al-IL4 = {w} 
The proof requires a thorough analysis of the linearization 
(5.2) Lu = a$ + $&u + [A, + f’(w(z))]u 
and is prepared with several Lemmata. 
We first prove in Lemma 5.2 that the “time” t Fourier transform 
i(X) : (H2(fl) n H;(fQN -+ L2(r;2)N 
ii(.) I--+ (-x2 + ixy + [A, + f’(w)])ii(.) 
is invertible for all X in a narrow strip ]1m XI < Se, by hyperbolicity assumption (1.9). 
As a second step, we invert L on L2(Q)N, in Lemma 5.3. With the exponential decay 
estimates of Lemma 5.4 for It] -+ 00, we then prove surjectivity of L : H,” -+ H, in 
Lemma 5.5. For injectivity, Lemma 5.6, we make use of the formal adjoint 
(5.3) L*u = 8,221 - y*&~ + [A, + f’(r~(s))*]u 
and its Fourier transform 
(i)*(X) = -X2 - iXy* + [A, + f’(~+))*]. 
Note that L* is hyperbolic in the sense of (1.9) if, and only if, L itself is hyperbolic. Indeed, 
(i)*(X) is the adjoint operator to i(X) in L2(R)” and both operators are Fredholm of 
index zero from H2(fI)N tl Hi(R) N into L2 (0)” as compact perturbations of A,. 
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In consequence, Lemmata 5.2-5.5 also hold with L being replaced by L*. Finally, 
Lemma 5.5 for the adjoint L* is used in Lemma 5.6 to show injectivity of L : II: -+ H,,. 
An application of the inverse function theorem, based on the invertibility of the linearization 
L then completes the proof of Proposition 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.2. - Assume L is hyperbolic in the sense of (1.9). Then there exist constants 
n/r: 6’0 > 0 such that,for all X in the strip lIrnlX[ 5 50 we have 
and L(X)-’ is analytic as a function of X in the strip lImAI 5 So with values in 
?C(L2(R)“, IF(O)“). 
Setting L = 2, we note that i(A) is invertible for all X in the strip with uniform bounds. 
Proof. - As already mentioned, the elliptic operator J?(X) is Fredholm of index zero 
from H2(R)” n Hi(R) N into L2(62)N, for any fixed X. By our hyperbolicity assumption, 
the kernel is trivial and i(X))’ : L2(0)” + H2(G)” n Hi(R)” exists and is bounded, 
for all real A. To show analyticity of i(X)-‘, we use the factorization 
2(X + v) = (id + (i(A + r]) - i(X))i(X)-‘)QX), 
with @X + 7) - i(X) = n(iy - 2X - 7). For rl E C close to zero and X E R, the first 
factor is close to identity, and we obtain a Neumann series for i(X + n)-l. In particular 
i(X)-’ exists for X in an open neighborhood of the real axis. This proves (5.4) in any 
rectangle IReX/ 5 R < 30, lInbXl 2 s;(R). with a constant M = M’(R). 
For large JReXI we compare i(X)-’ with the resolvent (A,, - X2)-’ of the Laplacian 
A,r with Dirichlet boundary conditions. In fact, elliptic regularity theory implies that 
for ! = 0, I,2 and IlrnXl < S[,‘. This proves the required estimate (5.4) for (A,, - X2)-‘. 
In the strip IlnrXl < S:/, we factorize 
,?(A) = (id + (i(X) + X2 - A,)(A, - A”)-‘)(A,. - X2). 
with i(X) + X2 - A, = Z’Xy + f’(?u(z)). The first factor is uniformly close to identity 
in ,C(L’(fl)N). For IReX/ 2 R a and llm,Xl 5 Si the estimate (5.4) for t(x)-’ 
now follows from the corresponding estimate (5.5), again by Neumann series, putting 
SO = min{ Sh(Ra), Sg} This proves the Lemma. 
LEMMA 5.3. - The hyperbolic linearization L de$ned in (5.2) is a bounded linear 
isomorphism from H2(Q)N n Ht(Q)N to L2(Q)“. 
Proof. - We solve Lu = cp, cp E L2(Q)‘\‘, via Fourier transform. Let 
J 
RP ixtp(t, z)dt E L2(Q)lv 
and define C(X) = i(X)-‘@(X). 
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By Lemma 5.2, 
Inverse Fourier transform now proves the Lemma. 
LEMMA 5.4. - Consider hyperbolic L and compactly supported cp E L2(Q)N such that 
ip = 0 for t @ [0, I]. Then there exist constants Ml, 60 > 0 such that u = L-‘q satisfies 
an exponential decay estimate 
Proof. - The Fourier transform @(A), defined in (5.6), is globally analytic in X E 43 
because cp has compact support in t. Moreover 
for any fixed 6 ,E R. By Lemma 5.2, i-‘(X) is analytic for X E W + i6, ISI < SO. 
Moreover, ti = L-l@ satisfies an estimate 
(5.7) IIX2-‘~lIL2(R+i6,H’(11)“) - < MeiailMb(Q)N, 
for ISI 5 &, 1 = 0,1,2. 
Now define the Fourier inversion with shifted integration paths 
ii(X,x)dX for t > 0 
G(X,z)dX for t < 0. 
By the estimates (5.7) on C in the strip lImAI 2 So we have 
ll cosh(Sot)~(t,z)llH2(Q)N 5 M~IIvIIL~(Q)~. 
It remains to show that U = u is indeed the desired solution of LU = cp. We first fix 
t 2 0; the case t < 0 is similar. Define: 
UR(t,2) = &. 
I 
R-250 
-R-i60 eeixt ii(A,z)dX, 
uR(t, 2Y) = & 
.I 
R 
-R e-ixt qx, z)dX. 
Clearly ;ilR(t) -+ E(t) and UR(~) -+ u(t) in L2(0)“, for R 4 cc. 
By Lemma 5.2, the integrand is holomorphic in the rectangle IReX\ < R, -6” < ImX 5 0. 
Cauchy’s integral formula therefore implies that 
F-8) uR(t) - CR(t) = & ( L:ioo + s_J:-i60) e-ixtti(X)dX. 
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We show that both integrals converge 
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to zero in L2(62)“r, for R + +x. Indeed we 
@(A) = -&$ /, Pp(t)clt 
is bounded, uniformly for X in the strip ]lnrX] 5 60, with values in ,C2(<2)“. By (5.7), 
1 = 0, the same holds for X21i(A). 
Therefore 
A similar bound on the other integral in (5.8) proves that 
IlGR(t) - UR(t)llP(O)" -+ 0 for R -+ cc. 
This proves C(t) = u(t) in L2(bt)” and the proof of Lemma 5.4 is complete. 
In the next two Lemmata 5.5-5.6, we prove bounded invertibility of L in the t-uniform 
spaces H,‘, Ha. 
LEMMA 5.5. - The hyperbolic operator L is surjective from H,” to H,. SpeciYcally, there 
is a bounded linear right inverse L;’ : H, + Hz, such that LLO’ = id on H,. 
Proof. - Let ‘p E H, be given. We have to find u such that Lu = cp. We decompose 
cp = C ‘pj with ‘pj = cp . x[j,,i+l)(t). Here the indicator function Xlj,j+il(t) = 1 for 
.iEZ 
t E [j, j + 11, and 0 otherwise. Let Uj := L-‘v,j. Note that L-lpj is well defined, by 
Lemma 5.3. From translation invariance of L and of the norms in H,” and H, with respect 
to t! together with exponential decay from Lemma 5.4, we conclude that 
)I7LjCOSh(b(t --.~))J~H”(Q)” < ~~lI~j(IH, < ~IIIcPIIH; 
Here, again Qk = [k, k + l] x (2. In particular, there is a constant A& independent of 
j, k such that 
I17LjIIHL(Q~.)v < M~e-““~j-k~ll~ll~~, . 
Therefore the sum u = C u8.j converges in H2( QkjN, for any k E Z, and 
Moreover we have obtained a bound for the solution u := L;“p constructed above: 
1141~~ 5 WIPIlH‘/ 
LEMMA 5.6. - Assume L is hyperbolic. If IL E H,” and Lu = 0, then u = 0. 
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Proof - Consider the unbounded formal adjoint operator L* of L on L”(Q)N, defined 
in (5.3). Recall that L* is hyperbolic because L is hyperbolic. In particular, Lemma 5.3 
implies that L* is invertible on L’(Q) N. Decomposing uj = u . x[~,~+~I (t) for J E Z, as 
in the proof of Lemma 5.5, we consider uj := (L*)-‘u.j E H2(Q)“. 
By Lemma 5.4, applied to L*, the w~j satisfy exponential estimates 
Now, Lu = 0 and integration by parts yields 
for all j E Z. Note that boundary terms of the partial integration with respect to t vanish. 
Indeed vj(t) and a,vj(t) decay exponentially with e- ‘01~1 in L2(s2)” and u(t) and &u(t) 
are bounded in L2( R) N, by the Sobolev trace formula 
&vj E H’(Q)” - L2(R)N 3 &uj(t). 
This proves the lemma. 
COROLLARY 5.7. - The hyperbolic operator L is an isomorphism from H,’ to H,. 
Proof. - By injectivity, Lemma 5.6, the bounded right inverse LO1 constructed in 
Lemma 5.5 is indeed the inverse of L. 
REMARK 5.8. - We emphasize that there is a dynamical interpretation for the set 
spec i(.) := {X E 431 i(X) p ossesses non-trivial kernel}? 
usually called the spectrum of the operator pencil L(s). Writing the linearized equation 
Lu = 0 formally as a first-order differential equation in t, 
(5.9) &u = v, 3,~ = -yv - [A, + f’(w(z))]u, 
we can associate to each X E spec t(.) a solution (u, v)(t, X) = exp(iXt)(uo(%). ~XUO(X)) 
of (5.9). In other words, i e spec i(.) = specL, where L is the operator on the right 
sides of (5.9), 
L : (H2(C2)N n H;(R)N) x H;(R)” -+ Ho’(!2)N x L*(G)” 
(u, u) ++ (v, -yv - [A, + f’(w(z))]uz). 
In this setting, yv and f’( ( )) w z u can be considered as a relatively compact perturbation 
of the Laplace equation @u + A,u = 0, with spectrum &fi, Ic E N, where again 
0 < p1 < p4 I . . . stand for the eigenvalues of the Laplacian. In particular, we recover 
the ill-posedness of the initial-value problem in the sense that the spectrum spec L has 
unbounded positive and negative real parts. For more general results on operator pencils 
we refer to [20] and [27], [28]. 
We now return to the nonlinear equation (l.l), (1.2) in a neighborhood of the 
equilibrium w . 
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LEMMA 5.9. - The Nemitskii operator f : Hz -+ H,,, f^(u)(t, 3;) := f(~(t, x)) is of class 
Cl. The derivative D!(U) E C(Hz, H,) is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets qf H,‘. 
Proof. - The corresponding Nemitskii operator f from L2”(Q0)N to L2(Q0)“; is 
continuously differentiable by the growth assumption (1.3) and the Krasnoselskii lemma [21. 
By Sobolev embedding, fl is also continuous as a map from Hz (&O)N to L2( QQ)~~. By 
compactness of the embedding, it is uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of H2( Qo)“. 
For R > 0, let WR(.) denote the modulus of continuity of f on the ball of radius R 
centered at the origin in H’(Qo)“. 
Let again I, denote the shift of functions by s along the axis of the cylinder; see (2.1). 
For I]u[[~z 5 R and h, a -+ 0 in H,” we estimate: 
(5.10) IlfCu + h) - .f(4IIw,, = TV; ll.f(W + h)) - f(Z4, Qollo.2 L 
I ;;; wdIll,~,Qoll2,2) I: ~2~(llf+q+ 
Following the same type of reasoning for the derivative f’, we see that derivatives on H,’ 
exist and are uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of H,“. This proves the Lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. - We have to show that any hyperbolic equilibrium w of ( 1.1). 
(1.2) is isolated, as a solution in H,“. Suppose Y = w + ti, E A c Hz, with %1 small 
in H,“. Then 
Lfi = -(j(w + ii) - f(w) - Df(w)‘ZL) =: R(u) 
holds for the linearization L at w defined in (5.2). By Lemma 5.8, l? E C1(Hz, HIL) and 
DR(0) = 0. On the other hand, L E GL(Hz, H,) ’ b 1s oundedly invertible. By the inverse 
function theorem, the solution 12 = 0; alias u = UI, is therefore unique in a neighborhood 
U of 111 in H,“. 
We finish this chapter by extending the above result ‘continuously’ to the Galerkin 
approximation (2.2). 
PROPOSITION 5.10. - Let w be a hyperbolic equilibrium of (l.l), (1.2). Then there exists 
m() E N and a neighborhood U(W) C H,” of w such that for all m > rn,o the following 
holds: 
(i) U(UI) n A, = (111,) c Hz; 
(ii) w, are equilibria of the Galerkin approximation (2.2). Moreover ujm -+ III in Hz, 
f or m -+ 00; 
(iii) The linearization L,, of (2.2) at w,, is invertible with m-uniform bounds, as a map 
from H,” to H,. 
Proof. - We consider the left hand sides of (1.1) and (2.2) as nonlinear operators from 
H,” to H,. By Lemma 5.8, these operators are of class Cr. We show that they depend 
continuously on m. We then complete the proof by invoking an implicit function theorem 
with respect to the “parameter” m. 
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We first claim that the difference (1 - Pm)f : H,” -+ H, converges to zero with respect 
to uniform Cl-convergence on bounded subsets of H,“. Let us prove convergence in Co 
first. We argue by contradiction. Suppose 
for some bounded sequence u, E H,“. Possibly shifting the u, in t, by t:,, we may 
then assume 
ll(1 - cn)fl~~m),&ollo,z 1 E/2 > 0. 
By compactness of the embedding Hz (QO)N -+ L2P( QO)N we may assume ‘1~~~ + u in 
I,2p(QO)N, possibly for a subsequence. Therefore 
ll(1 - Cdfb), Qollo,2 2 E/Z - llfbn, - ~~~&Qoll0,2 > d4, 
for m large, by continuity of the Nemitskii operator fioc : L2P(QO)IV -+ L2(Qo)N. This 
clearly contradicts the stron_g convergence (1 --Pm)f(u) + 0 in L2(Qo)N form --f 03. For 
the derivative (1 - Pm)Df : H,” -+ H,, the arguments are similar and we omit the details. 
We now consider the Gale&in approximation (2.2) together with the limit (1.1) as a 
family of equations with “parameter” m. To equation (1.1) we naturally associate the 
parameter value m = co. The parameter space then becomes a metric space with discrete 
metric for finite m and distance d(m, m) = $. Having established continuous dependence 
on the parameter m in this sense, we invoke the implicit function theorem; see for example 
[35], Ch. III, Thm. 25. This yields a locally unique family of solutions w, E H,” of the 
Galerkin approximation (2.2) such that w,,, -+ w in H,” for m + ‘x). This proves (i). By 
uniqueness, w, is translation invariant and thereby an equilibrium. This proves (ii). The 
last assertion, (iii), follows simply from convergence of the equilibria w,, in H,” and of 
the derivatives (1 - P,)Dp(w,) in L(Hz, H,). This proves the Proposition. 
6. Existence of non-equilibrium solutions 
As a first step towards Theorem 1 we prove the following crucial Proposition: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. - Suppose w1 and 1~2 are two equilibria of (1.1), (1.2), both hyperbolic 
in the sense of (1.9). Then at least one of these two equilibria is not isolated in A c H,&. 
From this result it is easy to conclude the existence of a non-equilibrium solution by 
the following central argument. For equilibrium solutions, convergence in the space HfO, 
coincides with convergence in the t-uniform space H,“. By the above Proposition 6.1, at 
least one of the two equilibria, say ~1, is not isolated in A - with respect to the topology 
of H,2,,. By hyperbolicity, Proposition 5.1, on the other hand, w1 is isolated in A - with 
respect to the t-uniform topology of H,“. In particular, w1 is isolated within the set of 
equilibria, even with respect to the topology of H&.. Therefore ~1, not being H&.-isolated 
in A, must be an accumulation point, in HFO,, of non-equilibrium solutions in A. As we 
will see in the next section, these non-equilibrium solutions can in fact be chosen to belong 
to a single non-equilibrium trajectory in A. 
We outline our proof of Proposition 6.1. The proof is based on Conley index theory 
for the Galerkin approximation (2.6) with homotopy parameter 0 5 29 2 1. Recall that 
bounded solutions of the Galerkin approximation lie in the finite-dimensional subspace 
range Pm for m 2 mo and any fixed t E Iw; see (2.4). Therefore, instead of (2.6), we may 
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consider the following system of ordinary differential equations 
(6.1) 
Here the pair 6 = (u, 9~) belongs to the phase space 
See Lemma 6.2 for this reduction to an ordinary differential equation. The right-hand side 
of (6.1) is of class Cl, because .f’ is of class G’l. Hence (6.1) defines a local Cl-flow 
on V,, We write 
(6.2) <” . t := r(t). 
where E(t) = (u(t), v(t)) T is a solution of (6.1) and <( 0) = &I E V,, . 
Let A& c V, denote the initial values of global orbits which are bounded in V,, for 
all positive and negative times. We abbreviate J1in := A&,,,. Note that AA is an isolated 
invariant set in the sense of Section 4. It is invariant under the flow of (6.2) and, by 
boundedness and maximality, it is isolated in any sufficiently large ball. Our strategy of 
proof for Proposition 6.1 is as follows. We compute the Conley index of AL using the 
homotopy parameter 6. For 6 = 0, the differential equation is linear and the Conley index 
that of a hyperbolic equilibrium. Using the a priori estimates from Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, 
and the continuation property of Proposition 4.1, we have thus calculated the Conley index 
of A:,, = A:,,,; see Lemma 6.3. 
The proof of Proposition 6.1 is then completed indirectly, as follows. We suppose the 
two equilibria w1 and 1u2 were isolated. We could then write A:,,, as a disjoint union 
of two hyperbolic equilibria, and a compact complement. Using the wedge formula (4.3) 
for Conley index we then reach a contradiction to the assumption of ‘1~1 and 1.~2 being 
hyperbolic. 
As a first step, we relate the dynamics on A,, ,,Y c H& and dl,,,, C V,. Recall that the 
dynamics on A,,, ,?Y c H& is defined by the shift ‘& of bounded solutions; see (2.1). The 
dynamics on A’,,,, on the other hand, is induced by the ordinary differential equation (6.1). 
Time orbits in A,,,9 or AL ?, , , are always understood as trajectories with respect to the 
so-defined dynamics. 
LEMMA 6.2. - Assume rn, 2 n~o. Then there is a homeomorphism II” = l&(rn. 17) : 
A rn .i) + Ai, + such that 
(6.3) I. s := IIol,IIo-l(. for all < E A;,., and all s E 54. 
In particular, all AL,,, are compact and bounded in V,, uniformly with respect to 0 5 IY < 1. 
Proof. - We define II0 as the trace operator 
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We claim 
Indeed let u E AnL,~. Then due to (2.4), %I, coincides with its Galerkin projection Pmw 
and t(t) E V,,, for all t E R. By definition of A,r,L,G, the function E(t) = IIa(?;u) solves 
the system of ordinary differential equations (6.1). But since TL E Hi, t(t) is bounded by 
continuity of the trace embedding. Therefore, t(O) = l&v E A’,,,,. 
Conversely, let <a E A& and r(t) = (u(t), v(t)) b e th e corresponding bounded solution 
of (6.1). From the second equation in (6.1), we obtain that 3:~(t) = &r)(t) is also bounded. 
From (2.4) and from the smoothness of eigenfunctions ei(z) of the Laplace operator we 
conclude that u E Am,s with [a = I&U, by definition. This proves equation (6.5). 
By Proposition 2.2 the set -Am.8 is compact in HF,,. By continuity of the trace operator 
“07 A& is also compact. Since the initial value problem for the system of ordinary 
differential equations (6.1) possesses a unique solution, the trace operator II0 is injective 
and therefore defines a continuous bijection between A,,,,? and AL,,8. But a continuous 
bijection between compact sets is in fact a homeomorphism. This proves that A,,,,,9 and 
“%,lY are homeomorphic. 
The remaining assertions of the Lemma now follow easily. The conjugacy (6.3) of the 
flows is an immediate consequence of the explicit expression (6.4) for IIa. Compactness 
and uniform boundedness of the sets AA:,,.ti follow immediately from Proposition 2.2. This 
proves Lemma 6.2. 
LEMMA 6.3. - Let m. > mo be sufJiciently large. The “global attractor” AA/n&,$ is an 
isolated invariant set of the ordinary diflkrential equation (6.1) in the sense of Section 4. 
Its Conley index is independent of IY E [O: 11, and is given by 
Proof - The attractors Am,$ are bounded, uniformly for m 2 ma, 79 E [O, I]; see 
Proposition 2.2. Likewise the “attractors” A:,,, are uniformly bounded in V,,, E R2T”N; 
see Lemma 6.2. Any sufficiently large ball in V, is therefore an isolating neighborhood 
for all AA,,. Indeed, all the AA,,y, 19 E [0, 11, are invariant sets, contained in a fixed, 
chosen large ball. They are the maximal invariant sets in this ball because any orbit outside 
AA,, is unbounded, by definition of AL,,. In particular, all A’,,* are isolated invariant 
sets. By homotopy invariance of Conley index, Proposition 4.1, the Conley index C(A,,,,,) 
does not depend on 19. 
It remains to compute C(A,,,+a) for the flow of (6.1) on V,,, with ti = 0. The 
flow is linear with eigenvalues ztfi: 1 < I < m, each of multiplicity N. Here 
0 < jL1 < I*2 I . . I pm denote the first m eigenvalues of -a, on 12 with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. We conclude that the origin is a hyperbolic equilibrium 
with mN-dimensional unstable eigenspace. 
Therefore 
C(A:,,,) = C({O}, 6 = 0) = CmN, 
where CrrLN denotes the mN-dimensional pointed sphere; see (4.2). This proves the 
Lemma. 
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From the above lemma, we see that the set A& + is a hyperbolic set of increasing 
unstable dimension, rather than an attractor, if we consider arbitrary initial conditions for 
the dynamical system in I$,. 
Proof of Proposition 6.1. - We argue by contradiction. Suppose the hyperbolic equilibria 
VJ~, w2 are isolated in A c H&. Then the attractor A decomposes disjointly into two 
equilibria wl, w2 and their (possibly empty) HFO,-closed complement 
d = {,wl}u{m}udC cc H,2,,. 
Upper semicontinuity under Galerkin approximations yields corresponding decompo- 
sitions 
A, = (A,, nLf(wl))ti(dm nU&))tid; c H& 
into compact disjoint sets, for all m sufficiently large; see Proposition 2.1. Here, Z&(VJ) 
denotes the e-neighborhood of w in H&. Increasing m we may choose E > 0 arbitrarily 
small. 
By hyperbolicity, Proposition 5.10 (i), (ii), for any E > 0 small enough we can fix m 
sufficiently large such that 
-4, nue(wi) = {~w,m}> i = I,‘& 
are unique hyperbolic equilibria of (2.6). We have thus obtained a decomposition 
(6.6) A = {~qm}iJ{qm)~A~ cc Hi, 
of A, into disjoint compact subsets, for some large m. By the flow equivalence of 
Lemma 6.2, the decomposition (6.6) yields an analogous decomposition 
(6.7) A;, = {u&~{w2,,}~& cc K 
into compact isolated invariant sets. 
By flow invariance of A&, the isolated points ZJ~,,, = (~j,~ : 0) E V,, of A:, are 
equilibria of the ordinary differential equation (6.1), for 19 = 1. By Proposition 5.10 these 
equilibria are in fact hyperbolic in the sense that the linearization of (6.1) at gj.m does not 
possess eigenvalues on the imaginary axis (for sufficiently large fixed m). 
The Conley index of aj,m is, in consequence, a pointed sphere of dimension Zj. Using 
the wedge product formula (4.3) for the index and the decomposition (6.7), we obtain: 
C(d;) = C({~;,,})vC({&,})vC(A;) = C" v Cl' vC(A;) 
This contradicts the previous calculation from Lemma 6.2, where we have shown that 
C(d;,) = C7r”V. 
Indeed let us compute the total dimensions of homology groups in both cases: 
dimH,(C”“) = 1 
but 
dim H*(Cl’ V Cl’ V C(dfi)) > dim H*(Cll) + dim H,(C’“) = 2. 
By homotopy invariance, the two dimensions have to coincide. This contradiction proves 
that w1 and w2 are not both isolated in A, in the H&-topology. 
REMARK 6.4. - It can be checked that both Ii and la, are non-zero for large m and, in 
fact, lj + co, j = 1,2, for m -+ 00; see also Remark 5.8 and the discussion in Section 8. 
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7. Convergent non-equilibrium solutions 
We complete the proof of Theorem 1 and we prove Theorem 2 in this section. In addition 
to Proposition 6.1 on non-isolated, but hyperbolic equilibria, the following Lemma is the 
main ingredient. 
LEMMA 7.1. - Suppose the equilibrium w is hyperbolic in the sense of (1.9), and not 
isolated in A C H&. Then there exists a non-equilibrium solution u E A \ {w} such that 
the shifted solution Itu converges to w, 
Itu -+ w in H,k, 
fort --+ +cc orfor t + -03. 
Proof. - We first construct a solution u E A whose time orbit stays in a small H,‘- 
neighborhood us(w) of the hyperbolic equilibrium w, say, for all negative times. We 
then argue that this solution must converge to w for t + -co. Proceeding indirectly, 
we show that otherwise we could construct a solution u in the attractor A, different 
from w, which remains close to w for all times t E R. However, by Proposition 5.1, the 
hyperbolic equilibrium w is isolated in the global attractor A with respect to the t-uniform 
Hz-topology, and we have reached a contradiction. 
To start, let us fix E > 0 small such that A rl uE(w) = {w}, by hyperbolicity of w and 
Proposition 5.1. Here, GE denotes the closed c-ball in H,“. By assumption, w is not isolated 
in A with respect to the H& -topology. Hence there exists a sequence ue E A, ue # w such 
that ue -+ w in H&,, for e ---f 00. By definition of the topology in H&, this is equivalent to 
(7.1) llue - W, QTI/2,2 -+ 0 for e -+ 0;) and every fixed T E R. 
We recall the notation QT := [T, T + I] x R c Q. Since U,(w) n A = {w} in Hz, we 
have ue 4 n,(w). Therefore, there exists a sequence Tp E W such that: 
(7.2) Ibe - W, QT~I~,~ = E > 0. 
For Te, we pick the first positive or negative exit times from the E-ball in H2 around 
w, that is, 
(7.3) llw - w, QTII~,~ < E for ITI < ITPI. 
From (7.1), (7.2) we conclude that ITel --+ cc for e + 00. Possibly after passing to a 
subsequence, we may therefore assume Te --) +cc, or Te + -cc. We henceforth consider 
the case Te -+ +co, the other case being completely analogous. 
Let us consider the shifted sequence i& = Ir!ue E A. Formulae (7.2) and (7.3) now 
are equivalent to 
(7.4) IICe - W, Q0]]2,2 = E and ]]tie - w,Qr]]2,2 < E for T E (-2Te.O). 
By Theorem 3 of Section 2, A is compact in H&. We may therefore assume without loss 
of generality that Qe + u E A in H&. Passing to the limit in (7.4) we obtain 
lb - w, Q0112,2 = E and ]]u - w,Q~]]~,~ 5 E for T 5 0. 
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In particular, u # 1~. We claim that 
7- y ‘IL -+ ‘111 for I! -+ 30 in H,2,,. 
revealing II, to be the non-equilibrium solution sought for in the Lemma. Indeed, let us 
consider any HFO, convergent subsequence 
I_ pi ‘11, --f w in HFOc for llik + 00 
in the precompact set {I-v%I,,~ E R+} c A. From (7.4) we conclude 
~~1_~~,u - w, QTl/2.2 < E for T < .(lk., 
and, passing to the limit, / lti - ?uI [Hz < E. By assumption, A nL4,(?~) = {w }, and therefore 
fi, = ‘(II. 
Proof of Theorems 1 and 2, for h; = 1. - By Proposition 6.1, at least one of the two 
hyberbolic equilibria wl, u12 is not isolated in A with respect to the “local” HFO,-topology. 
Then, by Lemma 7.1, there is a non-equilibrium solution, converging to this equilibrium 
for t + +CC or for t + -CQ just as claimed in Theorem 2. 
Prooj’ oj’ Theorems I and 2, for K > 1. - By Proposition 6.1, at most one of the 
2~; hyberbolic equilibria is isolated in the Hj& -topology on A. By Lemma 7.1 we can 
construct 2r; - 1 non-equilibrium solutions which converge to these equilibria for t -+ +CC 
or t -+ -co. These 2~; - 1 solutions can be labeled by the equilibria they are converging to. 
Our labeling considers time-shifted solutions as identical. If ever the same solution carries 
two different equilibrium labels, it must be heteroclinic between these two equilibria. 
Therefore there exist at least K distinct bounded non-equilibrium solutions. This completes 
the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. 
We finish this section with the variational case, f(w,) = V,F(u) and y + y* strictly 
definite. 
Proof of Corollary 1.1. - For every U, E A we construct the Lyapunov function 
VA(t) := (&u(t, .), &u(t, .)) - (v,JL(t: .). V,u(t, .)) + 2(F(u(t, .)), 1) 
Here again (., .) denotes the scalar product in the cross section L2(Q)” and .f’(~) = 
VuF(~~). 
Since 71, E Hi, we have IJ,(.) E Cl(R) and a calculation shows that 
(7.5) $(“) = -2(+&u(t, .), lY*u(& .)). 
Since y + y* is strictly definite, the right-hand side of (7.5) is non-zero for all t E W, 
along non-equilibrium solutions in the global attractor A. Therefore, the function V,, 
is monotone. Because the continuous functional V is bounded on the compact global 
attractor A, the limits 
( 7.6) lirut,*tx, Vu(t) = V* 
exist. Following the standard definition, we define the w-limit set W(U) of the point 
u E A c HFO, as the set of accumulation points of {TVu, s > 0) in H&. Since A is 
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compact and Is-invariant, the set W(U) is a non-empty, compact, and connected subset of 
A c Hz)<,. Moreover, for every point G E W(U) there is a sequence sl -+ +oc such that 
(7.7) 72 = lim,oo ?X9:,,r~ in HE,,,.. 
IJsing the identity VT& 1L (t) = Vu(-l: + s), we obtain 
.ts 
lL(h + a) - K,(h + Sl) = -2 
.i 
(y&1;, 744 .), 3+X, u(t, .)) dt 
t1 
for arbitrary but fixed ti) t2 E R. Using (7.6) and (7.7) we obtain 
.ta 
o= 
I 
(-y&tir(t), &ii(t)) dt 
t, 
in the limit sr -+ 00. Hence &G(t) 5 0 and u is an equilibrium solution of the problem ( 1 . 1 ), 
(1.2). This proves that the w-limit set W(U) consists of equilibria only. But the w-limit 
set W(U) must be connected, and, by assumption, there are only finitely many equilibria. 
Therefore W(U) consists of a single point {u/+} and I,u --+ ru+ in H&, for s + +oo. 
The case s -+ -cc can be treated in the same way and, in consequence, 7%~ -+ ru- 
in H& for s -+ --oo. It remains to show that u/+ # U- for the non-equilibrium solution 
71, E A. Indeed integrating (7.5) and using (7.6) we obtain that: 
(7.8) V+ - V- = (y&u(t)> &u(t)) dt # 0. 
for the non-equilibrium solution U. On the other hand, continuity of V implies K,,* (t) z VY. 
Therefore, equation (7.8) shows that u!+ # w-. This proves Corollary 1.1. 
8. Concluding remarks 
Our Theorems 1 and 2 are just small steps towards a more specific investigation of 
the global dynamics on the global attractor A of an elliptic system (l.l), (1.2). For 
one-dimensional cross-section, dim R = 1, of the cylinder Q = W x R, and a single 
scalar equation, N = 1, much more information is available. We summarize some of 
these results below. As already mentioned in the introduction, the attractor A then lies 
inside a finite-dimensional, locally flow-invariant manifold. In particular, A has finite 
Hausdorff-dimension. 
For y --f +oo, that is, for convection dominated problems, the elliptic dynamics in the 
strip limits onto a parabolic semigroup 
(8.1) &7L = i)J;cslL + f(7L) 
The global attractors d for these gradient-like systems are rather well understood. In 
particular, information on the hyperbolic equilibrium set alone determines which equilibria 
possess a heteroclinic connection, and which do not. See [13], [ 141 for recent accounts 
of this theory, which is based on nodal properties of Sturm oscillation type. The Morse- 
Smale property of (8.1), and thereby the structure of the global attractor d(r), both 
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persist for large y > 70. For explicit bounds on yo; see [7]. The gradient-dependent case 
f = f(z,u,&u) was treated in [33]. 
Even in the phase plane of dim 12 = 0. N = 1, non-generic saddle-saddle connections 
can occur as the wave speed parameter y decreases through positive y* < yo; see 
for example [lo], Example II. 7.3 and also [38]. This observation was the starting 
point of Gardner’s result for scalar cubic f, N = 1! and dim 62 = 1 under Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. Today his result can be recovered by reduction to inertial manifolds 
M(r) of fixed finite dimension and a direct application of Conley index and transition 
matrices [ 171, [ 181 within M(y). Indeed, after finite-dimensional reductions to inertial 
manifolds M(y), y # 0, Conley index theory applies within M(y), directly. An additional 
Galerkin discretization is not necessary - albeit, more elementary - in those cases. 
In the variational case f = VF and y E Iw \ { 0}, an easy computation shows that 
for the Galerkin approximation a,, E A,,, c IW21’LN of a hyperbolic equilibrium 
a E A; m 2 mo. Here i(g) is a suitably chosen constant, independent of rrl. In 
particular, the appropiately shifted homology of the Conley index 
(8.2) C%*(t&) := CH*-m~(lu,) 
stabilizes, for 711 + co. It is therefore tempting to define 
CH*(S) := CH*-,*r(S,,), 
as the Conley homology index of an arbitrary isolated invariant set S c A. Morse 
decompositions, connection matrices, and connection graphs seem to stabilize under 
this Galerkin approximation. In the present paper, we have verified (8.2) for hyperbolic 
equilibria and for A itself; see Lemma 6.3 and Remarks 5.8, 6.4. 
Definition (8.2) for an elliptic Conley homology index is reminiscent of Floer homology. 
See [l] for a Floer homology construction associated to a strongly indefinite variational 
problem describing an elliptic system on a bounded domain. For Floer’s original 
construction see [16] and also [24], [32]. The original applications to periodic solutions of 
Hamiltonian systems differ from our approach in important technical details. First, we do 
not assume a variational structure of our elliptic system in the cylinder (t? X) E Iw x R. 
Even where we do, as in Corollary 1.1, our Lyapunov functional V, given in (1 .lO), is 
bounded below on a cross-section, if we set &u = 0. The strong indefiniteness of V is, 
in our problem, generated by the unbounded &-component. Notwithstanding those two 
differences, our original equation is elliptic - like the equations for the pseudo-holomorphic 
curves which constitute the ill-defined gradient-“flow” to the action functional in the elliptic 
context. We are therefore cautiously optimistic towards (8.2) becoming a viable, more direct 
definition of Conley homology for elliptic systems in cylinder domains. 
For wave speed y = 0, the elliptic system (1. l), (1.2) becomes “time” reversible under 
the reflection t H -t. If f(u) = VF( ) ZL is a gradient, the system is in addition formally 
Hamiltonian with respect to the strongly indefinite energy functional V defined in (1.10). 
Reductions to finite-dimensional symplectic manifolds M(-y = 0) with Hamiltonian flows 
are available, both locally [25] and - under spectral gap conditions on A - globally [29]. 
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Families of nontrivial periodic traveling waves u(t) occur in a Hamiltonian context. For 
example, a local minimum of the Hamiltonian on M(y) is surrounded by families of 
solutions, which are periodic with respect to t. This fact is known as the Lyapunov center 
theorem and requires certain non-degeneracy conditions. 
Although this may not be obvious in the present paper, applications to traveling waves 
in reaction diffusion systems and in semilinear hyperbolic systems are a driving motivation 
of our work. In the introduction we have pointed out the relevance of our results to reaction 
diffusion systems. A specific example is the Fitz-Hugh-Nagumo model for propagation of 
electric impulses in the giant squid axon: 
(8.3) 
&Ul = f&&l + g(w) - u2 
&u, = S&.ZU2 + au1 - bU2. 
Here S > 0 is small, a, b are positive and g(ui) = -~i(ui - ,@(ui - 1) is a negative 
cubic, 0 < ,Cl < l/2. See [36], [41], for some background. Remarkably, system (8.3) is 
gradient-like for S = 0 and b2 2 a on bounded domains; see [ 111 for an explicit Lyapunov 
function. The traveling wave ansatz u = u(t + cr, X) leads to the elliptic system 
(8.4) 
C 
&UI = A,,,u, + g(w) - u2 
c&u2 = SAt,z~2 + au1 - bu2. 
Existence of equilibria for this equation has been studied in [ 1 I] for the case dim $2 = 1. 
We expect hyperbolicity of equilibria to hold for generic lengths of the interval 0. The 
growth conditions (1.3) are satisfied for dimensions of the cross-section n = dim R 5 2. 
Though the dissipation condition is only satisfied with c = 0, our results apply. In 
particular Theorem 3, and Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 remain true for (8.4) and its Galerkin 
approximation. Indeed, exploiting the diagonal structure of the matrix y = diag (c, c/S), 
the proofs of Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2 can be easily adapted. 
Damped semilinear hyperbolic systems: 
(8.5) -a2aT,u - D&u + &.zu + f(u) = 0 
in cylindrical domains CC E 0, t E Iw are yet another source of inspiration. Here u E RN, 
and the damping matrix D is assumed to be strictly positive definite. The scalar case N = 1 
corresponds to models from quantum electrodynamics; see [37] and the references therein. 
The Ginzburg-Landau equations for u E C = W2, with cubic nonlinearity f(u) = U, ‘p( 1~1”) 
arise in nonlinear optics. Traveling waves u = u(t + CT, X) satisfy 
(8.6) (1 - (uc)“)~,“u - CD&u -I- A,u f f(~) = 0; 
where A = A, acts on the cross section R of (t, X) E Q = R! x R, as before. For (a?] < 1, 
system (8.6) is elliptic of the form (1. l), (1.2) studied in the present paper. Resealing t, 
the “wave velocity” c discussed in the introduction takes the “relativistic” form 
c = -Z(l - (CC)“))-‘12 
in terms of the wave velocity 2: of system (8.5). 
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